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Introduction

Healthcare workers suffer from a high risk of
musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs). Manual
patient handling is one of the major factors
due to the overexertion from lifting and
transferring patients [1].

The patient handling equipment could be a
viable solution to reduce the physical
demands of caregivers. Previous studies
showed that air-assisted devices could
reduce the biomechanical stresses of the
upper extremities and low back [2-3].

Abstract

Healthcare workers suffer from a high risk of
musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs). One of
the leading factors is a manual patient
handling. Manual patient handling results in
the overexertion of caregivers. To reduce
the physical demands of caregivers, several
manufacturers developed commercially-
available patient transfer devices. Especially,
there are differences of design mechanisms
of air-assisted devices. It is crucial to
understand whether there are differences of
physical demands while using different air-
assisted devices. The objective of this study
was to directly compare the hand pull forces
of four different air-assisted devices while
transferring a patient between hospital beds.
One male participant was recruited for a
simulated patient, and several patient
weights were simulated by adding a weight
to the participant. The Jackson Strength
Evaluation System was utilized to measure
the hand pull forces during patient lateral
transfers between hospital beds. The result
showed that hand pull force was influenced
by different designs of air-assisted devices.
The PPS Glide consistently showed the
lowest hand pull force across different
patient weights. All air-assisted devices
except the PPS Glide exceeded the NIOSH
exposure limit of 35 lbs. when transferring a
patient with a heavy weight (up to 300 lbs.).
The results suggest that the design
mechanism (e.g., mattress surface material,
handle design, micro perforation, and air
blower) of air-assisted devices is an
important factor affecting the physical
demands of caregivers.

Introduction

There are several manufacturers developing
air-assisted devices, and their design approach
is different. It is important to understand the
effectiveness of different types of air-assisted
devices and suggest design improvements.

The objective of this study was to compare the
hand pull forces of four different air-assisted
devices while transferring a patient between
hospital beds.

Method
One male participant was recruited for a
simulated patient. To simulate various patient
weights, additional weight was added to a
simulated patient. Four different patient weight
levels were tested (175 lbs, 250 lbs, 275 lbs,
and 300 lbs).

Four different air-assisted devices (PPS Glide
SPU 34", Hovertech SPU 34", Arjo Maxi Air
34", and Haines SPU 34”) were tested. . One
participant as a caregiver role transferred the
patient.

The Jackson Strength Evaluation System was
used to measure the average hand pull forces
during patient lateral transfer between hospital
beds. Each transfer was repeated three times,
and the average hand pull force was
calculated.

Results
The result showed that hand pull force was
affected by different designs of air-assisted
devices (Figure 1).

The PPS Glide SPU consistently required the
lowest hand pull force across different patient
weights. Compared to other air-assisted
devices, the reduction of hand pull force by
PPS Glide varied from 1.6% to 58.2%.

All air-assisted devices except the PPS Glide
exceeded the NIOSH exposure limit of 35 lbs.
when transferring a patient with a weight of
275lbs. or 300 lbs.

Conclusions
The results indicate that the design mechanism of
the air-assisted devices can reduce the hand pull
forces of caregivers. There were differences of the
design approach, including the mattress surface
material, handle type, handle length, micro
perforation layout, and air blower, among air-
assisted devices.

Future study could investigate the effects of specific
design components on the hand pull forces to
provide a design recommendation.
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Figure 1. The hand pull force by different air-assisted 
devices and patient weights.
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